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Abstract: Humans always identify persons through their characteristics, salient attributes, and these
attributes’ locations on the body. Most person re-identification methods focus on global and local
features corresponding to the former two discriminations, cropping person images into horizontal
strips to obtain coarse locations of body parts. However, discriminative clues corresponding to
location differences cannot be discovered, so persons with similar appearances are often confused
because of their alike components. To address the above problem, we introduce pixel-wise relative
positions for the invariance of their orientations in viewpoint changes. To cope with the scale change
of relative position, we combine relative positions with self-attention modules that perform on multi-
level features. Moreover, in the data augmentation stage, mirrored images are given new labels due
to the conversion of the relative position along a horizontal orientation and change in visual chirality.
Extensive experiments on four challenging benchmarks demonstrate that the proposed approach
shows its superiority and effectiveness in discovering discriminating features.

Keywords: person re-identification; orientation-aware attention; visual chirality

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the development and progress of smart cities, public security has
become increasingly significant. Personal trajectories play an important role in security.
In smart cities, the urban monitoring system has a large amount of cameras that generate
massive video data, which can be used for person identification and tracking. Face recogni-
tion and digital identity have been widely used for person identity acquisition. However,
due to the low resolution and different views of person images captured in surveillance
cameras, face recognition can be ineffective in most scenes. It is necessary to integrate
overall characteristics to capture enough clues for person–image matching. Thus, person
re-identification (ReID) has become an important task in video surveillance.

Person ReID is an image retrieval task, aiming to associate pedestrian images cap-
tured by non-overlapping cameras [1]. In the general procedure of person ReID, given
a query image from one camera and gallery images from other cameras, each image is
transformed into a feature embedding, and then feature similarities are ranked between
those embeddings of query and gallery images [2]. Those images with the same identities
should rank forefront. Hence, identifying robust discriminative features is a crucial factor
in person ReID.

Tremendous improvements [3–9] have been achieved in recent years by studying
many practical problems to obtain discriminative features, e.g., viewpoint change, pose
variation, and occlusion. Commonly, they use a main backbone to obtain global features
and crop person images into horizontal strips to extract local features. However, cropping
images using a fixed interval brings misalignments of local features, since some person
images are acquired with inaccurate detection boxes, such as boxes with the person not
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centered or boxes with partial bodies. Therefore, the attention scheme [10–12] has been
introduced to enforce the model to capture cardinal discriminative local features, which
boosts the performance of person ReID models greatly. These methods usually focus on the
existence of discriminative patterns without regard for positions and orientations. However,
persons with similar appearances usually have similar patterns on their clothing, such as
logos, figures, etc. These kinds of similar appearances can hardly be discriminated by these
methods, although humans can usually distinguish them.

Humans always identify a person through their characteristics, salient attributes,
and these attributes’ locations on the body. The aforementioned person ReID methods
almost always focus on the former two discriminations and have remarkable performance.
Recently, pose estimation methods [13] have been introduced to localize body parts to
enhance the correspondences between local features and their positions. However, there
exists a domain gap between the pose estimation dataset and the person ReID dataset. It
is hard to accurately localize the positions of body parts, which restricts the development
of pose-guided person ReID methods. Most studies [14,15] crop images into horizontal
strips to obtain coarse vertical position information, which need plenty of memory and are
vulnerable to being influenced by misalignment. Although these part localization methods
provide clues for person ReID, the generated inaccurate and coarse positions cannot help
discover fine-grained position-aware discriminative clues.

To obtain stable and effective position information, we analyze the position variation
when changing viewpoints and fixing other variables. We discover that the relative position
between visible parts has some characteristics. In circular views, since only half of the
visible part of the whole body can be captured, the orientations for horizontal and vertical
components of relative positions between visible patterns are invariant. As shown in
Figure 1, the horizontal components of relative positions between the bag shown in yellow
boxes and the white parallel lines shown in red boxes are invariant if the comparable
patterns are visible. The vertical components are also invariant for persons in images
captured in video surveillance, which are almost never upside-down. For the scale of
relative position, it is mainly related to the distances from viewpoint to person location and
the spin angle of body rotation. In practical scenarios, the distances between the camera
and the pedestrians are much greater than the widths of pedestrians. We can suppose it is
a nearly linear correlation between the relative position and the distance of the viewpoint
and captured part. Hence, the impact of neighbor body parts can be defined as a linear
form. Furthermore, visual chirality [16], an orientation phenomenon of images, also proves
usefulness with regard to the aforementioned orientation clue for discrimination. Note that
horizontal flipping with the same label, which is widely used in data augmentation, would
probably bring disorder to the calculation of relative positions.

In this paper, we propose a novel Multi-level Position-aware Global Attention Network
(MPGA-Net), which uses a simple but effective framework to introduce discriminative
position information including global and local features with relative position encoding.
Furthermore, given new labels to mirrored images, MPGA-Net treats the visual chirality
of person images as a new clue to identify persons. To obtain the position-aware global
and local relationships in different semantic levels, MPGA-Net inserts the position-aware
attention module (PAM) into several residual blocks. Meanwhile, to balance the discrimi-
nating effects of feature and position, we proposed an Adaptive Label Smoothing strategy
to ensure that features of mirrored images are closer to those of original images than images
with other identities.

The sections of this article are arranged as follows:
Section 1 introduces the research background and significance of person ReID, then

describes its definition and mainstream ideas, and finally elaborates on motivation and
innovation points.

Section 2 introduces the development and innovation of person ReID algorithms based
on position-aware representation and self-attention and then analyzes the shortcomings of
existing algorithms. Finally, it describes the innovative improvement briefly.
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Section 3 provides the framework of the orientation-aware person ReID algorithm,
which includes re-labeling augmented images in preprocessing, multi-scale self-attention
modules with position encoding in network construction, and an Adaptive Label Smooth-
ing strategy. The idea for label regulation mainly corresponds to the orientation problems,
and the module design and network construction are mainly related to the position-aware
representation acquirement.

Section 4 introduces person ReID datasets, evaluation protocol, and experimental
configuration. Then, we design comparative experiments and ablation studies and analyze
the results. Meanwhile, the visualizations of the response map and ranking results are
displayed to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm design.

Section 5 summarizes the content and the innovations of the paper and provides future
research directions on analyses of the shortcomings of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 1. Example of relative position orientation between person areas. The orientation for the
horizontal component of the relative position remains unchanged if person areas are visible.

2. Related Work
2.1. Re-Identification Based on Position-Aware Representation

Position information is usually applied in person ReID to obtain local part representa-
tions. Zhao et al. [17] proposed a part-aligned deep neural network that adopted a part
map detector to localize aligned parts. The dynamic part alignment strategy provided
feature-based position-aware representation. Sun et al. [14] proposed a Part-based Con-
volutional Baseline (PCB) that uniformly divided images into horizontal strips using a
fixed interval, extracted part features from each strip, and then refined the consistency
within parts. Position information by fixed partitioning strategy is coarse, and part features
usually need to be refined or aligned.

To obtain more accurate parts, pose estimation is introduced into person ReID. Zhao
et al. [18] proposed a part-based framework to integrate multi-level features of the human
body structure. It formulates the body part areas through key points obtained by a pose
estimation network. Suh et al. [19] adopted a two-stream network to obtain local part
features, which combined appearance features in one stream and a part map in another
stream by bilinear pooling. The pose estimation components are always trained on pose
estimation datasets and then directly used to generate body key points. There exist domain

Figure 1. Example of relative position orientation between person areas. The orientation for the
horizontal component of the relative position remains unchanged if person areas are visible.

2. Related Work
2.1. Re-Identification Based on Position-Aware Representation

Position information is usually applied in person ReID to obtain local part representa-
tions. Zhao et al. [17] proposed a part-aligned deep neural network that adopted a part
map detector to localize aligned parts. The dynamic part alignment strategy provided
feature-based position-aware representation. Sun et al. [14] proposed a Part-based Con-
volutional Baseline (PCB) that uniformly divided images into horizontal strips using a
fixed interval, extracted part features from each strip, and then refined the consistency
within parts. Position information by fixed partitioning strategy is coarse, and part features
usually need to be refined or aligned.

To obtain more accurate parts, pose estimation is introduced into person ReID. Zhao
et al. [18] proposed a part-based framework to integrate multi-level features of the human
body structure. It formulates the body part areas through key points obtained by a pose
estimation network. Suh et al. [19] adopted a two-stream network to obtain local part
features, which combined appearance features in one stream and a part map in another
stream by bilinear pooling. The pose estimation components are always trained on pose
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estimation datasets and then directly used to generate body key points. There exist domain
gaps between pose estimation datasets and person ReID datasets. The generated position
information is unconfirmed.

Recently, transformers have been widely used in nearly every computer vision scene.
The transformer also has the position-encoding stage due to the lack of position information
in self-attention. He et al. [20] proposed a pure transformer-based person ReID frame-
work, which integrates side information embeddings and a jigsaw patches module with
a transformer to obtain robust features. Transformer-based methods always have higher
performance on large datasets, but they usually need higher computational cost and many
samples to train.

2.2. Re-Identification Based on Self-Attention

Attention [21] has been widely studied in recent years. Zhang et al. [22] proposed
a relation-aware global attention module to strengthen feature discrimination in a global
perception, which integrates local features and global relations to calculate the attention
weight. Chen et al. [23] proposed a salience-guided cascaded suppression network to
mine salient features and integrate them into the final representation in a cascaded manner.
Self-attention-based methods usually adopt a module similar to a non-local block [24] to
obtain attention to re-weight features. The attention calculation is based on affinity within
local features. This manner may reduce the importance of pixel neighbors, which would
weaken local information.

In this paper, we propose a novel module to learn a global representation with the
accumulation of attentioned local features and their relative position clues to alleviate the
problem of lacking position information in the self-attention module.

3. Proposed Method
3.1. Overall Architecture

Image-based person ReID aims at matching cross-camera person images pairwise.
Given a set of person images for training X = {xi}N

i=1 containing N samples from P
pedestrians with their corresponding identity labels as Y = {yi}N

i=1, the goal is to explore
discriminative features to identify persons.

To make features more discriminative, we propose a novel MPGA-Net to learn a
global representation with the accumulation of attentioned local features and their relative
position clues, as shown in Figure 2. In the data preparation stage, all images for training
are flipped horizontally and given new identities, named the Horizontal Flipping with
New Identities (HFNI) strategy, which is beneficial for discovering orientation clues for
bilateral asymmetric parts. After horizontal flipping, if the source image xi is labeled yi,
the mirrored image can be marked as xi+N with the label yi + P.

To enhance network extensibility, we design a plug-and-play module, named the
Position-aware Attention Module (PAM), which can be easily inserted into any block of
ResNet [25]. In this paper, the even sequence set of blocks in each layer has added the
PAMs that exploit relative position embeddings and self-attention on multi-level feature
maps. PAMs are placed after the second ReLU in the even blocks. In our view, the PAMs
discover discriminative areas by global attention based on features and relative positions.
After all residual layers, a Global Average Pooling (GAP) layer summarizes multi-level
position-aware features to global features.

Due to the newly added mirrored images and identities, we propose an Adaptive
Label Smoothing (ALS) strategy to force the network not only to discover position-aware
clues but also to learn more discriminative representations. Finally, we adopt the cross-
entropy loss with augmented new labels and the triplet loss with source old labels because
most personal appearances are bilaterally symmetric.
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Figure 2. The overall architecture of MPGA-Net. The training dataset is built by source training
images, and mirrored images are given new labels. The MPGA-Net is constructed by inserting
PAMs into the even sequence set of residual blocks in each layer. The loss function is built on the
cross-entropy loss and the triplet loss with an Adaptive Label Smoothing strategy.

3.2. Position-Aware Attention Module

The Position-aware Attention Module is developed for exploring position-aware
spatial attention on multi-level feature maps. On one hand, most existing attention-based
methods [22,26] in person ReID always place the attention module on the link of two
layers, which blocks the residual propagation. On the other hand, existing approaches
usually neglect the importance of the relative position of attentioned features. Motivated
by the above observation, we design a position-aware module that can be inserted into
each block to learn multi-level positional attention. Inspired by CBAM [27], as relative
positions are the spatial correlation between areas, the PAM is built on a spatial attention
module, as illustrated in Figure 2. Note that PAMs inserted in a bottleneck before the
last 1 × 1 convolution can reduce computing complexity, since the channel number is
quadrupled by the last convolution in each block. Moreover, 1 × 1 convolution combines
features and relative positions.

Let fi ∈ Rh×w×c denote the input feature map of the i-th image for PAM, where
h, w and c are the height, width, and channels of the feature map, respectively. We
use three 1 × 1 convolutions followed by Instance Normalization layers to obtain query
embedding Q ∈ Rh×w×2c, key embedding K ∈ Rh×w×2c and value embedding V ∈
Rh×w× c

2 , respectively. To obtain more clues of the relative position information, the channel
number of query embedding is doubled as 2c. Based on the non-local settings, the channel
number of key embedding is the same as the query. To reduce computational complexity
and preserve a block of channel space for local feature aggregation, the channel number of
value embedding is reduced to c/2.

According to [28], relative position can be resolved into an accumulation of relative
height and relative width. The accumulation of relative height and width can be calculated
by query embedding Q and learnable Relative Position Weight (RPW). The Position-aware
Global Attention (PGA) is computed as follows:

PGA = So f tmax(
QKT + SH + SW√

2c
)V (1)
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where SH and SW are relative height logits and relative width logits, respectively.

SH [t, k] = qT
t rH

ky−ty
, SW [t, k] = qT

t rW
kx−tx

(2)

where t and k are pixels, qt is the query vector of pixel t, and rH
ky−ty

and rW
kx−tx

are learned
embeddings for relative height ky − ty and relative width kx − tx, as shown in Figure 3.

t

k

Figure 3. An example of Relative Position Weight calculation. Each grid represents a pixel of the
feature map. The blue arrows show the orientations of the factorized relative position from the source
pixel to the target pixel.

We apply a 3 × 3 convolution to the input feature map to obtain local feature aggrega-
tion and then concatenate the result to the PGA. Note that the channel of the local feature
is also reduced to c/2 after aggregation. After concatenation on channels, the output of
the PAM is the same as the input. Different from the convolution layers in ResNet50, all
the convolutions in this module are not followed by BN and ReLU to ensure information
independence and completeness in the integration process. The whole module is followed
by a BN layer to normalize the output to reduce covariate shifts.

3.3. Loss Function and Optimization

We apply a cross-entropy loss [29] Lce with a new label smoothing strategy and a
triplet loss [30] Ltri for each feature vector yielding a global loss as

L = λLce + (1 − λ)Ltri (3)

where λ is a hyper-parameter (λ = 0.6 in all our experiments except the ablation study).
The cross-entropy loss is defined as

Lce = − 1
N

N

∑
i=1

qi log(pi) (4)

where N is the number of samples, pi denotes the predicted probability for the ith identity,
and qi is the smoothed label, which is defined as

qi =


β × (1 − ϵ) + ϵ

2N , if j = yi

(1 − β)× (1 − ϵ) + ϵ
2N , if ∥j − yi∥ = P

ϵ
2N , others

(5)
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where j is the augmented image identity, yi is the identity for the source image of the sample,
P is the number of identities, ϵ is a precision parameter (ϵ = 0.1 in all our experiments),
and β is a symmetry factor (β = 0.8 in all our experiments except the ablation study). The
Adaptive Label Smoothing makes the sequence of ranking similarities between feature
embeddings from high to low: source images with the same IDs, source images and their
mirrored images, source images and images with other IDs.

Each mini-batch samples p identities and n images per identity. A hard mining strategy
is used to select the hardest positive and the hardest negative in each batch to form a triplet
for calculating triplet loss as

Ltri =
p

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

[m + max
k=1···n

(D( fij, fik)− min
a=1···p
c=1···n

a ̸=i

D( fij, fac)]+ (6)

where D(·, ·) denotes the Euclidean distances of two embeddings. Note that labels of
mirrored images adopted in the triplet loss are the same as those of source images. This
operation aims to force the distances of person image embeddings from different identities
farther than those from self-mirrored images.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings

Datasets. We evaluate MPGA-Net on four of the most widely used large-scale datasets,
CUHK03-NP [31,32], Market1501 [33], DukeMTMC-ReID [34] and MSMT17 [35] all in
standard protocols.

Training details. MPGA-Net is trained on four Nvidia GV100 GPUs. All images are
resized into 384 × 128 pixels. Random erasing is adopted with a probability of 0.5 during
training. In each mini-batch, we set p = 32 and n = 8. We employ Adam as the optimizer
with a warm-up cosine annealing strategy for the learning rate [36]. The learning rate Lr(t)
is calculated as

Lr(t) =

{
1.0 × 10−3 × t

60 , if t ≤ 60
1.0 × 10−3 × 1

2 (1 + cos(π t−60
T−60 ), if 60 < t ≤ T.

(7)

Evaluation details. All images are resized to 384 × 128 pixels and normalized. We
follow the standard evaluation protocol in each dataset for a fair comparison and report
Cumulative Matching Characteristics (CMCs) at Rank-1, 5, 10 and mean Average Precision
(mAP) as evaluation metrics.

4.2. Comparison to State of the Art

We compare the performance of MPGA-Net with recent state-of-the-art person ReID
methods on CUHK03-NP [31,32], Market1501 [33], DukeMTMC-reID [34], and MSMT17 [35]
in Table 1, including methods based on ResNet [7,14,22,23,26,37–44], self-constructed net-
work [6], neural architecture search [45], and tranformer [20,46–48]. Overall, our proposed
MPGA-Net outperforms the state-of-the-art networks or achieves comparable performance.
The mAP of our network on CUHK03-NP is less than that of C2F [42] mainly because the
method uses an auxiliary-domain dataset for classification training while there are far fewer
training images in CUHK03-NP than in other datasets. The performance of our method on
MSMT17 is less than that of TransReID and DC-Former, which is mainly because of the
base structure. Transformer has more parameters and high computational cost, so it has
higher performance on large datasets. Meanwhile, we use an open-source post-processing
method [32] for re-ranking to evaluate the feature effectiveness in mutual sample learning.
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Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-art person ReID methods.

Methods
CUHK03L CUHK03D Market1501 DukeReID MSMT17

Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP

PCB+RPP (2018) [14] - - 63.7 57.5 93.8 81.6 83.3 69.2 68.2 40.4
MHN (2019) [37] 77.2 72.4 71.7 76.5 95.1 85.0 89.1 77.2 - -
OSNet (2019) [6] - - 72.3 67.8 94.8 84.9 88.6 73.5 78.7 52.9

ABDNet (2019) [26] - - - - 95.6 88.3 89.0 78.6 82.3 60.8
Pyramid (2019) [38] 78.9 76.9 78.9 74.8 95.7 88.2 89.0 79.0 - -

IANet (2019) [7] - - - - 94.4 83.1 87.1 73.4 75.5 46.8
PISNet (2020) [39] - - - - 95.6 87.1 88.8 78.7 - -

ISP (2020) [40] 76.5 74.1 75.2 71.4 95.3 88.6 89.6 80.0 - -
RGA-SC (2020) [22] 81.1 77.4 79.6 74.5 96.1 88.4 - - 80.3 57.5

SCSN (2020) [23] 86.8 84.0 84.7 81.0 95.7 88.5 91.0 79.0 83.8 58.5
CDNet (2021) [45] - - - - 95.1 86.0 88.6 76.8 78.9 54.7

PAT (2021) [41] - - - - 95.4 88.0 88.8 78.2 - -
C2F (2021) [42] 80.6 79.3 81.3 84.1 94.8 87.7 87.4 74.9 - -

DFLN (2023) [43] 86.8 84.0 84.8 81.5 95.9 89.8 91.3 81.8 - -
SCS+ (2023) [44] 80.3 77.2 77.1 74.3 96.0 89.4 90.3 80.9 - -

TransReID (2021) [20] - - - - 95.2 89.5 90.7 82.6 86.2 69.4
FED (2022) [46] - - - - 95.0 86.3 89.4 78.0 - -

DCAL (2022) [47] - - - - 94.7 87.5 89.0 80.1 83.1 64.0
DC-Former (2023) [48] 84.4 83.3 79.6 77.5 96.0 90.6 - - 86.9 70.7

MPGA-Net (Ours) 88.0 85.7 85.8 82.8 96.1 90.9 93.1 84.4 83.9 64.9
MPGA-Net + ReRanking [32] 91.8 92.8 90.8 91.1 96.5 95.6 94.5 92.4 86.3 77.9

4.3. Ablation Study

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed data augmentation strategy, attention
module, and label smoothing strategy on the performance of MPGA-Net, we incrementally
evaluate each module on Market1501.

The impact of the proposed modules and strategies. Table 2 summarizes the experi-
mental results of the ablation studies. The Baseline represents only the original backbone
built on ResNet50. The performance of the Baseline decreases by using the HFNI strategy.
It is mainly because images and their horizontal flipped images can hardly be distinguished
without positions of salience parts or a balance of features and positions. The performance
of the Baseline with PAM is similar to that without PAM, which indicates that it hampers
the model to discover clues about the positions of salient parts in which mirrored images
have the same labels as the source images. On the premise of the HFNI, each module or
strategy brings effectiveness, which proves that relative position coordinated with visual
chirality boosts the performance of MPGA-Net.

Table 2. Validity verification for each component within MPGA-Net on the Market1501 dataset.

Method Rank-1 mAP

Baseline 94.8 85.6

Baseline + HFNI 91.2 80.5
Baseline + HFNI + ALS 95.2 88.1

Baseline + PAM 95.1 86.0
Baseline + PAM + HFNI + ALS 96.1 90.9

The impact of position for placing PAM. In Table 3, we conduct experiments to
analyze the influences of PAM in different layers. The location of each layer is shown
in Figure 2. As shown in Table 3, when selecting only one layer to insert the PAM in,
the performances of Layer 2 and Layer 3 reach promising results. It proves that learning
the relative positions of mid-level features is more effective. When inserting PAMs in
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multiple layers, Layer 234 obtains the best performance. Adding PAMs to Layer 1 brings a
performance decrease. It indicates that the relative position information about low-level
features can hardly be utilized probably because of the disordered distribution in low-level
features. In Table 4, we conduct experiments to analyze the influences of PAM in different
blocks in Layer 234. ‘last’ represents the last residual block. ‘odd’ and ‘even’ represent the
odd and even sequence of residual blocks respectively. Adding PAMs to the oven sequence
set of blocks brings the best performance. By a comparative analysis of preset structures,
we suppose that the process of Position-aware Global Attention would need a residual
block following PAM. Moreover, inserting PAM to the first block in each layer may bring
information loss because of the downsampling operation before the first block.

Table 3. The performances of different layers to place PAM on the Market1501 dataset.

Method mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10

Baseline 85.6 94.8 98.2 99.0

Layer 1 86.5 94.6 98.5 99.0
Layer 2 90.5 95.7 98.8 99.4
Layer 3 90.5 96.2 98.7 99.2
Layer 4 87.9 95.2 98.4 99.0

Layer23 90.8 95.8 98.7 99.2
Layer34 90.7 95.8 98.6 99.2

Layer234 90.9 96.1 98.8 99.4

Layer1234 87.5 95.1 98.3 98.9

Table 4. The performances of different blocks to place PAM on the Market1501 dataset.

Location of PAM mAP Rank-1

last 87.2 94.3
odd 87.3 94.8
even 90.9 96.1

Parameter analysis of β. In Figure 4, we analyzed the effect of parameter β on the
Adaptive Label Smoothing strategy. As source images with the same IDs have the same
orientations of critical parts, their label logits should be larger than the mirrored images.
The value range of β is from 0.5 to 1.0. We can observe that the performance of MPGA-Net
reaches 90.3% mAP and 95.8% rank-1 with β set as 1.0, which means source images and
mirrored images are forced to be separated. When β decreases, the performance improves
and reaches 90.9% mAP and 96.1% rank-1 (β = 0.8), which indicates that source images
and mirrored images have some identical feature patterns. With a further decrease of
β, the performance decreases, which indicates that position information is of benefit to
feature discrimination.

Parameter analysis of λ. In Figure 5, we analyzed the effect of parameter λ on the
loss function formulation. The performance with λ greater than 0.5 is better than that
with λ less than 0.5. It is mainly because the cross-entropy loss performs on new labels
and the triplet loss performs on source old labels. It also confirms the significance of the
orientations of relative positions in our design. Due to the mAP representing performance
on all samples, we set λ to 0.6, with which the performance reaches the highest.
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Figure 4. Parameter analysis of β on Market-1501.

Figure 5. Parameter analysis of λ on Market-1501.

4.4. Visualization

Visualization of gradient responses. We apply the Grad-CAM [49] tool to our model
for the qualitative analysis. Grad-CAM tool can indicate the regions that the network
considers significant. Figure 6 shows the gradient responses of each layer in MPGA-Net.
We can observe that each layer concentrates on different discriminative parts, especially
the areas of vision chirality.

Visualization of matching results. We compare the ranking results of the baseline
and MPGA-Net in Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7, MPGA-Net can effectively address the
problem of similar clothing, self-occlusion, pose variations, and local omissions.
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Figure 6. Grad-CAM [49] visualization for examples on each layer according to gradient responses.
The original image is masked by a heat map with temperature representing the impacts. The impacts
of the regions on results prediction from high to low are masked with colors: red, yellow, and blue.

Figure 7. Comparison of retrieval results on the Market-1501 dataset. (a) Baseline; (b) MPGA-Net.
Figures with red boxes represent the wrong query results.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a novel Multi-level Position-aware Global Attention Network
to learn a global discriminative representation with an accumulation of relative position
clues and attentioned local features. An Adaptive Label Smoothing strategy is proposed to
balance representation learning and position mining. Extensive experiments on four chal-
lenging benchmarks have demonstrated that our proposed MPGA-Net achieves significant
performance improvements.

However, our model needs more GPU memories and computation power than tra-
ditional CNNs, just like other self-attention and transformer-based methods. Moreover,
due to the augmentation strategy, each batch should contain original images and mirrored
images at the same time to train faster. On the large dataset MSMT17, the performance has
greater room for progress. We will concentrate on how to extend our idea to new structures,
such as transformers and large-convolution-based models.
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